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From: Beth Baker < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 4:54 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of the land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA 
continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are 
policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored 
in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black 
community members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Soboroff attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
 
 
Dr. Beth F. Baker 
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From: Kevin King < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 4:51 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; Councilmember de Leon; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire 
land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay 
with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By 
paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are 
demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and 
desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most 
murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the 
highest rates. 
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel 
Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the 
department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then 
was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks 
volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and 
gender. 
 
On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police. 
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, allow every single person who calls in to speak. Remove the 
limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members to speak after every single agenda item, as 
opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been 
discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to 
remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with 
and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far 
the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. Week 
after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Thank you from a concerned citizen 
 
Kevin King 
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From: Catherine Safley < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 4:00 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own, as was the case with Houston 
Tipping who was killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal 
cord. At the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions 
to defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza, who has been with LAPD for 33 years. 
Captain Carranza was sexually harassed and humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s 
inaction and failure to confront the situation once informed of it speaks volumes, both about his personal 
perceptions and about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender.  

Also on the agenda is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, and allow every single person who calls in to have 
an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community 
members to speak after every single agenda item and end the ridiculous practice of forcing the public to speak 
before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person 
meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, 
and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. 
Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world 
effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing 
everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your 
hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
 
Signed,  
Catherine Safley 
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From: Stefanee Alcantar < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 3:07 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
Stephanee Alcantar 
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From: Liz Sommer < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 2:46 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 

for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
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up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
Signed, 
 
Elizabeth Sommer  
Los Angeles resident  
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From: Sarah Bowers < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 2:30 PM
To: heather.hutt@lacity.org; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Police Commission; CD10

@lacity.org
Cc: Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra 

Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William 
J. Briggs, II; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: LAPD Continues to Misuse Taxpayers' Funds: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Board of Commissioners and City Council Members: 
 
As a citizen of Los Angeles District 10 I'm writing to submit public comments to the LA Police Commission meeting. I'm 
also cc-ing city council members since 1) the commission continuously fails to hold LAPD accountable, and 2) the city 
council continues to giving ever increasing budgets to the LAPD even as LAPD continues to spend more of my tax dollars 
in lawsuits over their violence and discrimination. I'm so sick of it.  
 
Agenda Item 3B 
The "Safe Neighborhoods grant" should really just be called what it is: more surveillance and patrolling of marginalized 
communities. This old school "hot -spot policing" does nothing to address the underlying needs of a community. Police 
again use discriminatory "data" and "analysis" to determine where to target more surveillance infringing on human 
privacy rights. 
 
Agenda Item 4A 
Let me guess - the police commission is going to yet again DO NOTHING about the death and violence LAPD commits.  
 
General Public Comment: Sick of LAPD Not Being Held Accountable 
 Again, LAPD gets more and more funding and no pushback from the "oversight" commission even as LAPD kills its own 
as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head 
and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions 
to defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually 
harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront 
the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms 
of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender.  
 
General Public Comment: Housing for Hires Program 
I saw an advertisement on Facebook for LAPD's "Housing for Hires" program. This is so disgusting. LAPD is spending 
EVEN MORE money on LAPD officers getting housing subsidies in addition to the enormous salaries they make while 
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LAPD continues to criminalize and displace people who are houseless. This is such hypocrisy. It is also a conflict of 
interest for Steve Sobaroff, a millionaire land developer.  
 
General Public Comment: Stop Limiting Public Comment 
Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in to be allowed to 
speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members to speak after 
every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to speak before 
any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In 
general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your 
visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the communities 
most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this 
board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to 
give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Sincerely, 
Sarah Bowers 
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From: Ken Barnard < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 1:07 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; jpeltz@knock.la; 
CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire 
land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay 
with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By 
paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are 
demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and 
desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most 
murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the 
highest rates.  
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel 
Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the 
department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then 
was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks 
volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and 
gender. 
 
On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
 
Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in to have an 
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opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members 
to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to 
speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person 
meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and 
discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the 
communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters 
before this board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy 
for them to give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in 
police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
Ken Barnard 
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From: Lex Ryan < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 12:26 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; CD10Press@lacity.org; 

Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
ethics.commission@lacity.org; james.queally@latimes.com; jpeltz@knock.la; 
kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; 
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard 
Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen Decker; William J. Briggs, II; 
paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; tips@laist.com; 
wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment 10/4/2022 BOPC

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 

for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. This is a truly harmful allocation of funds.  

 
Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. 

By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies 
are demonstrating where their focus lies. Why is it so difficult to provide affordable housing to our 
communities? That needs to be the priority.  

 
Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief 

programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police 
department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest 
rates. The number of I housed individuals and families in LA is consistently rising. It’s devastating. Providing 
housing for recruits rather than our communities is a blatant act of violence.  

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
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other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
Signed, 
Lex Ryan  
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From: Mayank Keshaviah < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:45 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment for the BOPC meeting on 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

To the BOPC,  
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire 
land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay 
with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By 
paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are 
demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and 
desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most 
murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the 
highest rates.  
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel 
Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the 
department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then 
was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks 
volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and 
gender. 
 
On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Lastly, remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in to have an 
opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members 
to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to 
speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person 
meetings.   
 
In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your 
visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the communities 
most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this 
board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to 
give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Disgustedly, 
 
Mayank Keshaviah 

 
Los Angeles, CA 90034 
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From: Laura Adery < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:39 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; jpeltz@knock.la; 
CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. 
By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, the “Housing for Hires” 
program headed by Steve Soboroff demonstrates where their priorities lie. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community, which would be better solved by incerased community resources for mental health and meeting 
basic needs for safety. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime 
reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure 
the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
 

Lastly, please alter the public comment period to better serve the community, by allowing all members 
an opportunity to speak without limitation to how many times a community member can use their voice to 
express concerns. Allow community members to speak after single agenda items as they are reviewed, as 
opposed to speaking before any of these items have been discussed which restricts the information the 
community and public are able to engage critically with and respond to. It would be helpful to inform the public 
who is up next to speak to keep this streamlined and efficient- we see this working well in other city meetings 
already. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the 
real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and thus as the 
“citizen’s voice in police affairs.” it is your responsibility to allow rather than inhibit public engagement.  
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Thank you, 
Laura Adery, Ph.D. 
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From: Cyndi Otteson < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:28 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire 
land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay 
with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By 
paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are 
demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and 
desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most 
murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the 
highest rates.  
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel 
Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the 
department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then 
was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks 
volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and 
gender. 
 
On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in to have an 
opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members 
to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to 
speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person 
meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and 
discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the 
communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters 
before this board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy 
for them to give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in 
police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
 
Cyndi Otteson 
 

To help protect your privacy, Microsoft Office prevented automatic download of this picture from the  
Internet.

 
I acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land upon which I live and work, the Tongva and their elders past and present.  
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From: Rachel O'Brien < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:25 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
Rachel 
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From: Danielle Carne < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:23 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,   
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire 
land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay 
with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By 
paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are 
demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and 
desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most 
murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the 
highest rates.  
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel 
Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the 
department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then 
was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks 
volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and 
gender. 
 
On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in to have an 
opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members 
to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to 
speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person 
meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and 
discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the 
communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters 
before this board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy 
for them to give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in 
police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
Danielle Carne  
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From: Kimberli Meyer < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Sincerely, 
Kimberli Meyer 
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From: Jessi Jones < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:04 AM
To: Police Commission
Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022 

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
 
 

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
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neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 

 
 

Sincerely, 
Jessi J 
90004 
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From:
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 11:02 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@LegacyLA.org; 
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; 
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; 
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; jpeltz@knock.la; 
CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
Councilmember Rodriguez; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The "Housing for Hires" program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is an enormous 
conflict of interest for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of 
police recruits for 24 months who join and stay with the LAPD. Amid a vast unhoused crisis, Police are 
increasingly used to clear and incarcerate our hurting neighbors. Communities that are policed the most by 
LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this life-changing assistance is 
ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with 
Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own, as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take action to defend 
a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza, who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually 
harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore's inaction and inability to 
confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his perceptions but also about the culture 
and norms of LAPD regarding sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds 
LAPD overtime hours for the ongoing heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in the 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action" while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on "analysis" of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities but does ensure the continued 
traumatizing occupation of marginalized communities by LAPD.  
 

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, allowing every person who calls in to have an 
opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual's public statement. Allow community 
members to talk after every single agenda item instead of continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing 
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the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. 
Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to 
civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you 
purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by police are the most knowledgeable about the 
real-world effects of the matters before this board and about LAPD in their neighborhoods. You should do 
everything you can to make it easy for them to comment publicly. Week after week, your actions belie your 
hollow claim to be the "citizen's voice in police affairs." 
 
Signed, Michele Wetteland 
Pronouns: she/her 
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From: Tiana McKenna < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:55 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire 
land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay 
with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By 
paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are 
demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and 
desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most 
murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the 
highest rates.  
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel 
Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the 
department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then 
was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks 
volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and 
gender. 
 
On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in to have an 
opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members 
to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to 
speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person 
meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and 
discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the 
communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters 
before this board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy 
for them to give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in 
police affairs.” 
 
Sincerely, 
Tiana McKenna 
Los Angeles 90042 
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From: Jack MacCarthy < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:46 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; CD10Press@lacity.org; 

Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
ethics.commission@lacity.org; james.queally@latimes.com; jpeltz@knock.la; 
kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; 
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard 
Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen Decker; William J. Briggs, II; 
paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; tips@laist.com; 
wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 

for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
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up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
Signed, 
Jack 
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From: Aviv Cohen < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 

for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
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up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 

 
Signed, 
Aviv.  
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From: ashley brim < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:39 AM
To: Police Commission
Subject: BOPC Public comment for 10/4 Meeting

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
AGENDA ITEMS E, F, G, H, I: Reject all outside donations to the LAPD. They already receive the bulk of our city’s budget, the lawsuits 
against them don’t even come out of their budget, and they should be forced to operate within the money the cit allocates to them. 
LAPD should never be allowed to receive outside money. 
 
AGENDA ITEM 4A: As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD 
command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has 
been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s 
inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the 
culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 
AGENDA ITEM 4C / OPPOSE: Please don’t fund the “Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued 
heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an 
old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic 
that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by 
police.  
 
CLOSED SESSION ITEMS: Reports on Officer Involved shootings should not be kept from the public. Your job is to demand 
transparency from LAPD and we want to hear these reports. 
 
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT: Please change your policy for Public Comment. Let people speak AFTER each agenda item so they 
can speak to what has been said. Remove the 45 minute time limit for Public Comment. You are supposed to be the “People’s Voice” in 
LAPD affairs and you can’t do your job if you don’t hear from the people. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by 
far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and 
you need to hear what they have to say. 
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire land developer 
as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly 
used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as 
homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies.  
 
Why should Police housing be subsidized when our Teachers and essential workers cannot afford rent in LA because their salaries are 
much lower than even starting LAPD officers? Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately 
need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the 
US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 
Signed, 
Ashley Brim 
 
--  
Ashley Paige Brim // she/her/hers 
Co-Producer / HOMELAND 
Director / An Act of Terror & The Goldfish 
Fox Directing Lab 2018-19 
HALF Initiative Directing Fellow 2017 
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AWD Directing the Actor Fellow 2021 
C:  

 
ashleypaigebrim.com 
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From: J.Stephen Brantley < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
J.Stephen Brantley 
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From: Zach Sherwin < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@legacyla.org; 
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; 
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; Queally, James; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; 
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; Councilmember Rodriguez; councilmember.harris-
dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners:  
 
Do you even read these? 
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest. The millionaire 
land developer is attempting to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to incentivize them 
to join LAPD and remain with the force. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to 
rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Police are increasingly used to clear people and 
especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with 
rent and desperately need rent relief programs. But this need takes a backseat to more and more and more funding for 
LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled 
and harmed by police at the highest rates. 
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own members, like Houston Tipping, who died during a 
training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel Moore 
and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend Lillian Carranza, a veteran Captain in 
the department, who was sexually harassed and humiliated, and then abandoned. Chief Michel Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation speaks volumes about both his personal awfulness and the culture and norms of LAPD 
when it comes to sex and gender. 
 
Also on this week's agenda: a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
 
Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in to have an 
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opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members 
to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to 
speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person 
meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and 
discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the 
communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters 
before this board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy 
for them to give public comment. Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in 
police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
Zach Sherwin, disgusted citizen 
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From: Harrison Weinfeld < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:17 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Fails 
Lapc; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
 
Signed, 
Harrison Weinfeld 
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From: Gina Viola < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:15 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; Councilmember Mike Bonin; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; TeamCD4; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Tomorrow's Farce of a BOPC meeting public comment 10/4/22

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
Gina Viola 

Gina Viola (she/her/hers) 

To help protect you r priv acy, Microsoft Office prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

 

Corporate Address: 
445 S. Figueroa St.  Suite 3100 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Phone:   
Fax:   
http://www.tradeshowtemps.net 

***************** 

The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from 
disclosure. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the 
message and deleting it from your computer.  Thank you, Trade Show Temps. 
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From: Christina Chapman < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:11 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
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other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
 
 

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
 
Christina C 
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From: Jayme Kusyk < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 10:06 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
 
 
Jayme Kusyk 
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From: Katie Edgerton < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; CD10Press@lacity.org; 

Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; 
Mitch O'Farrell; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
ethics.commission@lacity.org; james.queally@latimes.com; jpeltz@knock.la; 
kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; 
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-
Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; tips@laist.com; wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 

for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
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impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
Signed, 
Katie Edgerton 
--  
Katie Edgerton (she/her)  
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From: Tabatha L. Jones Jolivet < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 9:54 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; Jon 
Peltz; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
 

 

Tabatha L. Jones Jolivet, PhD 
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From: Bethany Heykoop < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 9:49 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; CD10Press@lacity.org; 

Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; LAPC Fails; Mayor Garcetti; Mayor Helpdesk; contactcd4
@lacity.org; councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; 
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org; james.queally@latimes.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; 
Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen Decker; William J. Briggs, II; 
paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; tips@laist.com; 
wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/22

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 

for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  

Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
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impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 

 
Signed, Bethany 
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From: Michelle King < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 9:25 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; Councilmember de Leon; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest for the millionaire 
land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 months, to join and stay 
with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and unhoused individuals off of land. By 
paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are 
demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the most by LAPD also struggle with rent and 
desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of funding for LAPD, which remains the most 
murderous police department in the US, with Black community members being profiled and harmed by police at the 
highest rates. 
 
As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston Tipping, killed 
during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At the same time, Michel 
Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to defend a veteran Captain in the 
department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then 
was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and inability to confront the situation once informed speaks 
volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and 
gender. 
 
On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which funds LAPD 
overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and Southeast division areas. 
The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-visibility policing that is presented as 
"taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a community. With hot-spot policing, police determine 
where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better 
outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, allow every single person who calls in to speak. Remove the 
limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow community members to speak after every single agenda item, as 
opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been 
discussed. Inform the public who is up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to 
remove procedural barriers and impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with 
and hostility towards the public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far 
the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. Week 
after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.”  
 
In community, 
 
Michelle King 
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From: Cody Sloan < >
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2022 9:17 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
jpeltz@knock.la; CD10Press@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
CD10ConstituentServices@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 10/4/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 

The “Housing for Hires” program championed by Commissioner Steve Soboroff is a conflict of interest 
for the millionaire land developer as he attempts to rally donors to pay the partial rent of police recruits for 24 
months, to join and stay with LAPD. Police are increasingly used to clear people and especially poor and 
unhoused individuals off of land. By paying the rent of new recruits for LAPD as homelessness in LA continues 
to rise, Soboroff and his cronies are demonstrating where their focus lies. Communities that are policed the 
most by LAPD also struggle with rent and desperately need rent relief programs, but this is ignored in favor of 
funding for LAPD, which remains the most murderous police department in the US, with Black community 
members being profiled and harmed by police at the highest rates.  
 

As Steve attempts to find funding for more recruits, LAPD kills its own as was the case with Houston 
Tipping, killed during a training exercise this year after suffering critical injuries to his head and spinal cord. At 
the same time, Michel Moore and LAPD command staff have been unwilling or unable to take actions to 
defend a veteran Captain in the department, Lillian Carranza who has been with LAPD for 33 years, who was 
sexually harassed and felt humiliated, then was further left without help or support. Moore’s inaction and 
inability to confront the situation once informed speaks volumes, not only about his personal perceptions but 
about the culture and norms of LAPD when it comes to sex and gender. 
 

On the agenda as well is a continuation of funding for the so-called Safe Neighborhoods grant, which 
funds LAPD overtime hours for the continued heavy patrol and surveillance of neighborhoods in 77th and 
Southeast division areas. The program claims to use hot-spot policing, an old tactic of engaging in high-
visibility policing that is presented as "taking action” while failing to address the underlying needs of a 
community. With hot-spot policing, police determine where to target based on “analysis” of crime reports and 
other data, a trite tactic that does not result in better outcomes for communities, but does ensure the continued 
occupation of marginalized communities by police.  
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Remove the 45-minute time limit on public comment, thereby allowing every single person who calls in 
to have an opportunity to speak. Remove the two-time limitation on each individual’s public comment. Allow 
community members to speak after every single agenda item, as opposed to continuing the patently ludicrous 
practice of forcing the public to speak before any of these items have been discussed. Inform the public who is 
up next to speak. Resume in-person meetings. In general, make every effort to remove procedural barriers and 
impediments to civic expression, and discontinue your visible displays of irritation with and hostility towards the 
public you purport to serve. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before this board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you should be doing everything you can to make it easy for them to give public comment. 
Week after week, your actions belie your hollow claim to be the “citizen’s voice in police affairs.” 
 
Signed, 
 
Cody Sloan  
--  
Cody Sloan  
Pronouns: he/him/his (what's this?) 

 
 


